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Covered Wagons and Decalogues:
Paramount’s Myths of Origins

I.
“I am big! It’s the pictures that got small,” Norma Desmond announces in Billy Wilder’s Sunset Boulevard, making explicit the kind of
story Paramount Pictures is telling in : an autobiography of the
studio that “made the pictures big.” Paramount had many reasons to
see  as an appropriate moment for autobiographical musings, as it
faced the end, in the wake of the  Supreme Court-mandated
breakup of its vertical monopoly, of a way of life that had governed its
production practices since its founding in . Almost immediately,
Paramount began doing everything in a smaller way—breaking up
production units, letting go top salaried stars, and renting out studio
space to the new kid on the block, television. Paramount’s system of
production could exist only so long as the major studios maintained
monopolistic control, and by , Hollywood was in the process of
once again restructuring its entire system in the midst of the most severe upheavals it had experienced since the coming of sound in .
The system that had cast aside the Erich von Stroheims and the Gloria Swansons—the ghosts that haunt the gothic landscape of Sunset
Boulevard—was being itself cast aside.
“No one leaves a star,” Norma hisses at the film’s climax, “that’s
what makes one a star!” This is a thin definition of a star, but as a definition of a studio, it comes surprisingly close to the principles of enclosure and combination that were the model of Paramount’s success
for decades.1 That Norma is meant to represent the passing system is
spelled out deliberately and systematically throughout the film: under
her roof we find star, screenwriter, director, and movie theater—and,
when she has gone over the edge as the law closes in to shut down the
operation, she even wills into existence the entire studio under her
roof for one last scene. Together with DeMille and Stroheim, the directors who made the biggest pictures, and the Paramount lot, the studio that made the pictures big, she establishes the vertical monopoly
in her mansion on Sunset Boulevard for one triumphant moment before the law comes to take it all away.
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If Sunset Boulevard is, as one critic has termed it, “the most autobiographical film Hollywood ever made,” it was not an act of studio autobiography that emerged out of nowhere.2 Indeed, in what follows I
will argue that telling stories about itself at moments of industry and
cultural crisis was central to the Paramount system from its origins,
and that in Covered Wagon () and Ten Commandments () Paramount worked, in the face of mounting external pressures, to tell its
own story in the biggest terms possible. But it was not, from the start,
a story that could be told in only one voice, or only one way, and thus
Paramount’s historical epics of the s provide an especially valuable
site, not only for investigating the autobiographical imagination that
motivated some of the most important developments in the classical
Hollywood cinema, but for considering as well the studio system’s
corporate authorship and its inevitable refusal of monologic history
and mythmaking. Paramount in particular offers a rich case as different forces within the studio were invested in very different understandings of the ways in which history should be deployed in the service of a model of studio self-fashioning and cultural identity. On one
hand, the studio’s chief, Adolph Zukor, as a first-generation immigrant
and a target of the increasing anti-semitism directed against Hollywood in general and Paramount in particular, had need of a myth of
national origins that drew direct parallels between nineteenth-century
pioneer myths and the twentieth-century Jewish story of the founding of Hollywood. On the other hand, Paramount’s chief director, Cecil B. DeMille, heir of an established Broadway family, worked in his
own epics to tell a very different story, one of cultural purity and the
need to guard against the intrusions of corrupting external forces in
order to protect the “city on the hill.”
That DeMille’s Anglo-Saxonist model of citizenship deployed Jewish history while Zukor’s Jewish immigrant model utilized an AngloAmerican pioneer myth is more than simply irony.“One may yearn,”
John Houseman wrote a few months after the “divorcement” of Paramount from its theater holdings in , “on many counts, for the
happy simplicity of Hollywood’s reckless pioneer days. They cannot
be recaptured.”3 Covered Wagon and Ten Commandments are two very
different tales of those “pioneer days”—and very different and equally
impossible attempts to preserve them for the future. For, in , Paramount had even greater reasons than it would in  to be interested in
telling its version of the origins of Hollywood, the studio, and the men
who pioneered the gold rush that was the studio system of the s.
II.
For Paramount and its helmsmen, Zukor and Jesse Lasky, these were
the best and the worst of times. Having in only a few years succeeded
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in combining under one central organization production, distribution,
and exhibition, Paramount seemed to have everything going its way.
For the moment the horizon was relatively devoid of competitors.
Zukor had effectively disposed of them one by one, until it could be
fairly said, as Film Daily reported, that Paramount was now “the
United States Steel Corp. of the motion picture industry.”4 More,
Zukor could with some fairness look back on the young history of
the industry and see himself playing a central role in its development
from lowbrow entertainment to world-wide industry and art form. As
Zukor told an audience at Harvard in a  lecture, “We took the
motion picture when it was hardly more than a toy and we made out
of it a new kind of dramatic entertainment, a photoplay.We developed
the production studio, the distributing exchange, and the theater
chain—three great instruments in the process of bringing the artist
and his world-wide audience together.”5
At the same time, in the very fact of Zukor’s presence at Harvard
telling his history of the “Origin and Growth of the Industry,” we see
a real concern on the part of the studio regarding how its story was
being written, and by whom. A series of crises endangered the studio’s
future at the moment of its greatest success: the Fatty Arbuckle rape
case; the murder of the studio’s chief director, William Desmond Taylor; the drug-related death of Wallace Reid; and the bigamy charges
brought against Valentino. In the swirl of media attention and public
outcry that followed these and other industry scandals, the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA) was formed
under Will Hays, a move that effectively forestalled demands for censorship of the industry and its productions. But Paramount’s reputation continued to suffer, most importantly with the bankers on whom
the industry was growing increasingly dependent. The circulation of
these tales of scandal and debauchery directly contradicted Zukor’s vision of Paramount’s history and destiny. This was not the story Zukor
had in mind, and not one that boded well for the future.
Potentially more damaging than these media scandals, the first “history” of Paramount was at this time being written by the Federal
Trade Commission, which in  inaugurated an extensive investigation of Paramount’s trade practices to determine whether the studio was “conspir[ing] to create a combination in restraint of competition and trade in the production of motion-picture films, and to
create a monopoly therein.”6 At the core of the FTC’s evidence was
an extensive history of the trust-building of Zukor and Lasky, from
their merger in  through the present day. This history told of a
conspiracy to dominate motion picture production by unlawful combination and by strong-arming exhibitors through block-booking.
This was a history of rogue greed and monopolistic power, the history
of a company that denied exhibitors and the public their “freedom of
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choice.”7 No charge could be more troubling to a studio piloted by a
Jewish immigrant than that of denying Americans their most essential
freedom.
Filtered through the rising anti-semitism of the s, these accusations were potentially explosive for a Jewish-run studio beyond the
antitrust proceedings of the government. In a decade that saw the
resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan and new anti-immigration laws targeting Eastern European Jews, Hollywood Jews increasingly came to
bear the brunt of the rising xenophobia. Henry Ford’s Dearborn Independent, for example, in  published an account of “Jewish Supremacy in Motion Picture World,” to “inform ‘movie fans’ of the
source of the entertainment which they crave.”8 Voicing a popular
perception, the Independent argued that Jews did not invent the industry, but instead attached themselves to the achievements of AngloSaxons and drove the true pioneers out of the industry. This history
of the “cream-skimmers” behind the industry begins, predictably, with
Zukor, who is defined not as a pioneer, but as a pariah who leeched
his way into film through his ghetto connections. Men who come
from such backgrounds, the essay concludes,“can hardly be expected
to understand . . . a view of the picture drama which includes both art
and morality.”9 There is nothing new in the anxieties about the moral
influence of film, of course, which date back to the very origins of the
medium; but in the s these charges took on a decidedly personal
tone directed against the Jews who ran the industry from Hollywood.
While voicing an extremist position, the Independent’s history was
written in the service of a goal that many less openly anti-semitic
writers and reform groups were also trumpeting: the wresting of control over film product from the alien “community” that controlled
Hollywood’s studios.
Paramount therefore had many reasons to worry over these scriptings of the founding of Hollywood and to want a hand in the way this
history was to be told. It is in this context that we must read Paramount’s prestige production of , Covered Wagon, less for the film’s
famous role in revitalizing the studio’s fortunes than for the new
model of studio self-history it inaugurated to counteract the histories
being produced by the FTC, anti-semitic reform groups, and academic film history—all of which defined Zukor and Paramount as negative forces in the development of the industry and as, in one sense or
another, “un-American.” Paramount’s first epic came to be a model
for the story of Paramount itself, the studio founded by pioneers and
straight-shooters, the studio that first struck gold in  in a cowtown called Hollywood.
The story of Covered Wagon’s production has itself becomes the stuff
of Hollywood myth. The film was slated to be a standard low-budget
western, when “fate” intervened. On a train returning from an East
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Coast meeting with Zukor, Lasky first read Emerson Hough’s bestselling novel. As he imaginatively reconstructed the story later, the experience of reading Hough’s novel while traveling over the western
landscape set in motion a chain of associations:
I picked up the book somewhere over the plains of Kansas and became so absorbed
in the struggles . . . of the pioneers . . . that for the whole day I became again a child
at my grandfather’s knee. . . . Superimposing the past on the present by reading about
that trek while actually retracing it myself, as I looked out the window of a speeding
luxury train at the same scenery my grandfather had viewed from a lumbering Conestoga, was an emotional, almost mystical experience.10

Paramount had long wanted an epic that would secure its place as the
company that made the pictures “big”—a promise inaugurated ten
years earlier with Zukor’s distribution of the early feature film Queen
Elizabeth (). Arriving west at the end of this “mystical” process of
superimposition, Lasky transformed the film, with Zukor’s approval,
into a half-million-dollar spectacle, more than had ever been spent on
a Western. If the novel reminded Lasky of his grandfather’s expeditions in , it more importantly and immediately recalled his own
pioneering expedition to Hollywood in , where he and DeMille
shot Squaw Man. Covered Wagon for Lasky superimposed the past on
the present, but it also allowed the present to be superimposed on the
past. It was finally less towards recovering the experiences of the pioneers of  than towards celebrating the pioneers of modern-day
Paramount that the studio directed its energies.
It is not a coincidence that Zukor and Lasky’s interest in the uses of
history followed closely upon Secretary of the Interior Franklin Lane’s
 call for an Americanization effort by the film industry. At a time
in which the Red Scare was merging easily with a rising antisemitism, and in which the industry was facing increasing pressure for
government censorship, Hollywood had great interest in lining up behind Lane’s program. As the official news release announcing Lane’s
program reported, “The leading men of the industry have pledged . .
. all the resources of their organizations, the services of the stars and
directors, and the co-operation of the exhibitors in a country-wide
screen campaign to combat Bolshevism, and in the words of Vice
President Marshall, to fight for ‘the winning of America for Americans.’ ”11 Zukor was appointed by the committee “to undertake the
educational campaign for Americanism through the medium of the
screen,” “representing the motion picture producers.” The first and
only production produced under the auspices of this Americanization
program was The Land of Opportunity (), starring Ralph Ince as
Lincoln, a film “that embodies the spirit of Lincoln—the spirit of
America.”12 As Lane commented on the film in a speech to the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry in , “Lincoln
looking at the map of the United States is to my mind a picture of
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what must be before each one of us in this Americanization movement.”13
While the industry’s official role in this movement did not continue
past this one portrait of Lincoln, in the role he was asked to play by
the government, Zukor was given a lesson in how history might be
used to deflect the criticism directed against himself and his studio.
Further reminders of the need for such a history arrived on the same
day that Zukor received word from Lasky of his plans to make Covered Wagon “in a big way.”14 That day he also received a letter from Will
Hays, the newly appointed head of the industry’s internal censorship
board, who had been brought in the previous year to stave off the
mounting demands for external control of the industry. Reminding
Zukor of “a certain lack of sympathy or understanding between the
industry and much of the membership of various nationally federated
civic, religious and educational organizations,” Hays goes on to spell
out his plans to “make the great civic organizations of the country our
allies,” including “the increased use of motion pictures as a force for
citizenship and a factor in social benefit.”15 Among the organizations
whose support Hays had been working to enlist are the Girl Scouts,
the Daughters of the American Revolution, the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America, and the American Legion—organizations that represented the traditional model of American citizenship, societies which founded their claims to cultural stewardship on
their mystical and historical claims to whatever it meant to be an
“American.”
In the story Lasky tells of Covered Wagon—the story of the pioneer
myth so central to the nativist imagination in the s—Zukor had
an answer to the challenge spelled out by Hays. Zukor approved
Lasky’s ambitious plans for the film and in it the studio discovered
how truly profitable spectacularized history could be. As Lasky reported to his boss shortly after its release, “I find the picture appeals
immensely to the very best classes, so much so that an endless number of distinguished people have not failed to express themselves, calling ‘The Covered Wagon’ the epic American picture, and recommending it for school children and American patriots.”16 Indeed, the
studio could have no greater hopes for the film.
The story is simple: a massive wagon train lumbers into the dangerous ground of the Santa Fe trail, headed ineptly by Jesse Wingate.
Under Wingate’s command are two lieutenants, the evil Sam Woodhull and the noble Will Banion, both competing for Wingate’s daughter, Molly, and for control of the train. As the rivalry escalates, Banion
eventually splinters off with his train, and divided the wagons suffer
considerably. The story thus celebrates the need for proper leadership,
epitomized by Banion, and for union, epitomized by the wagon train
itself, to defeat the adversaries that wait at every turn.
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The novel’s story of risk, vision, and combination mirrored the studio’s version of its history by which it sought to counteract that being compiled at the same time. The dangers of weak leaders, internal
division, and competition are pointed out repeatedly in the adventures
that ensue, and, importantly, it is the combination of the enemy tribes
that makes combination among the pioneers so vital to their survival.
“All the tribes were in league to stop the great invasion of the white
nation,” Hough writes, “who now were bringing their women and
children and this thing [the plow] with which they had buried the
buffalo.”17 And thus, the novel insists, as the tribes cut the pioneers off
from the water they so desperately need, the settlers are themselves
forced to reunite to claim what is rightfully theirs. This was a novel
that seemed to arrive at just the right time to rescue a studio suffering from charges of un-Americanness and indecency, a stroke of fortune underscored by the fact that the hero of Covered Wagon possessed
a most fortunate name, which is revealed at the end of the novel:“Will
Hays Banion.”18 The novel redefined combination not as restraint of
the fundamental American value of “freedom of choice” but as the
precondition of the nation’s very existence:“United We Stand.”
To exploit the story’s potential, Lasky assigned a new director to the
project, James Cruze. Because Cruze was said to have Indian blood,
Lasky argued, “he was closer by inheritance to the pioneer days than
any of our other directors and . . . had a natural instinct . . . for the
courageous drama of the barren plains.”19 In this film, Paramount
sought to claim this pioneer inheritance not only for Cruze, through
his “Indian blood,” but for the studio that beat all competitors to the
Hollywood ore and mined from it the early Westerns that provided
the foundation of its early fortunes. It was the goal of this film to
bring the “pioneer days” of the nineteenth century as close as possible to those of the twentieth.
Indeed the novel was adapted in significant ways so as to emphasize
connections that might otherwise be missed. “The blood of America
is the blood of pioneers—the blood of lion-hearted men and women
who carved a splendid civilization out of an uncharted wilderness,”
the first title proclaims. But the film opens not with the wagon trains
gathering to start their expedition westward, but with a shot of a boy
playing the banjo as the wagon train forms in the background around
him (figure ). In the story’s celebration of the need for entertainment
in the face of the trail’s hardships, the studio found a defense of the
historic importance of Jews in Hollywood and Hollywood’s role in
modern American history.20 Entertainment’s role is made central to
the film, here identified as the organizing principle for all that will follow. To emphasize the claim, the next shot is of sheet music proclaiming the song being played to be “Oh! Susannah,” reminding that
this is importantly popular entertainment.
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Figure . Covered Wagon (Paramount, ). Courtesy of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

The film then cuts to a shot of Molly knitting in the wagon while
she listens to the music. We might expect from this shot, in which
Molly smiles into the camera, that we are to be introduced serially to
the central characters in the story, according to the convention of
many earlier silent films. Such expectations are disappointed, however,
as Molly alone is presented in this tableau. But the shot does work to
make more important introductions central to the film’s goals. Just a
few minutes after the curtain rolls back to reveal the title card proclaiming Lasky and Zukor’s role above the Paramount mountain, the
“well-known and established trade-mark” that was at the heart of the
FTC’s investigation, that trademark is, in a sense, introduced again.The
long full frame shot of Molly knitting in the Conestoga mirrors, in
broad strokes, the Paramount logo: the wagon’s canvas frame forms the
halo of stars around the mountain that is Molly, as she bends over her
knitting (figure ). In William S. Hart’s tale of the Santa Fe Trail,
Wagon Tracks (), whose success inspired Paramount to undertake
Covered Wagon four years later, Cruze or Lasky might have noted the
coincidence that an actor in a covered wagon shot from the front approximates the composition of Paramount’s logo. Covered Wagon opens
so as to make this connection as visible as possible, repeating the film’s
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Figure . Covered Wagon (Paramount, ). Courtesy of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

opening portrait of the Paramount logo, this time within the film, as a
leading actor in the drama that will unfold.
In fact, this shot could be said to stand in for a series of moves the
studio is attempting to make at this time. First, it marks an attempt to
distance the studio from its dependence on stars. This is a big film
with few real “stars,” and the early shot of Lois Wilson lets the audience know who is the real star in this picture. The star is the covered
wagon train, the wagon train that is Paramount, surrounding Wilson,
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providing the halo that will define her as a star, so long as she remains
safely within its enclosure. The studio built upon Famous Players in
Famous Plays redefines itself here as its own leading player.
Further, the studio works early in this film to celebrate what is the
main focus of the story: the covered wagon as collective enterprise. Doing so involved some rewriting of previous western conventions. The
Spoilers (), for example, tells a very different tale of the dangers of
trusts and combinations, in which noble independent miners are
turned into “outlaws” by an evil claim-jumper from back east who
seeks to unite the mines under his control. The film ends with a dramatic fight between the independent miner and the Eastern trustbuilder, and it culminates in a court mandate breaking up the combinations. Not all early westerns work as potential allegories of the
industry, but the traditional westerns did focus on the plight of individuals battling combinations of one sort or another, and on what is
lost when the pioneering individual gives way to the migration westward of eastern money, women, and masses. While Wagon Tracks, for
example, did celebrate the Trail and the “white-sailed Armada of an
unconquerable race,” the emphasis there was clearly on Hart’s romantic individualism. Covered Wagon therefore has much to rewrite in
terms of the early conventions of the western.
Several scenes work to emphasize the importance of entertainment
to the nation-building journey. Early on, Banion and Molly discover
their love when brought together by a young girl’s grief over her decapitated doll. Together, they make a new head for the doll, and they
perform an act with the reanimated doll that serves to reanimate the
girl (figure ). Entertainment is thus written into the center of the
film’s love story, as the lovers discover each other in performing this
primitive spectacle. Further down the trail is a similar scene, and significantly the entertainment has become more sophisticated as it
moves westward. Morale desperately low, Banion rounds up his men
for an evening’s entertainment for the wagoners. Dancing in the light
of the campfires to Banion’s song and dance show, the community is
miraculously revitalized. That the flickers of the fire so strongly suggest the projector’s light and the figures dancing before the white curtains of light suggest images on a screen only serves to reinforce the
association. Now, thanks to Banion, the settlers have something to
look at, and thus they find the strength to go on.
But the divisions within the train continue to grow, and after Banion’s train splinters off, the Indian tribes league together and attack the
train, left vulnerable by the absence of Banion’s wagons. As Banion’s
men ride to the rescue, the frenetic cross-cutting alludes to the rescue
scene on the studio’s mind as it made this film: the conclusion of Birth
of a Nation. The rescue is successful, as was that which Paramount
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Figure . Decapitated doll from Covered Wagon (Paramount, ).

hoped to launch on behalf of its own fortunes. The film’s phenomenal success restored the studio’s position as the corporate giant of the
industry, breaking Griffith’s long-held box office records and giving
Paramount its first “epic.”
Paramount claimed in this myth of origins a starring role in the nation’s history, in the opening up of new frontiers, the conquest of new
territories, and the discovery of new mines in Western hills. Yet histories written subsequent to the film did little to follow up on the hints
of Covered Wagon. Terry Ramsaye’s monumental history of  does
present the story of Zukor’s takeover of Paramount from its founder,
Hodkinson, as a western tale, but not the one Zukor had in mind. In
Ramsaye’s account, Hodkinson, the man dedicated to the artistic potential of the medium, was gunned down in the corporate streets by
Zukor, a man “inwardly driven by Napoleonic ambition.”21 “The motion picture industry,” Ramsaye mourns, “was being permanently
Zukored.”22 That same year, William Martson Seabury published a
book calling for a federal statute “declaring to be unfair methods of
competition those practices which restrain [the] industrial, cultural
and intellectual progress” of the industry.23 Not surprisingly, the history he tells in support of his argument also begins (and ends) with
Zukor, but with Zukor as a founder of a new trust more dangerous
than the original Edison Trust:
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Hardly was the industry freed of the monopoly and restraint of trade which resulted
from the activities of the Patents Company and the General Film Company than the
industry was again confronted with the serious condition which resulted from the
control of so large a number of the most popular motion picture stars by one company. 24

It remains a matter of speculation when Zukor first saw in Covered
Wagon a new model of studio history. But shortly after the film’s release, he began to tell his story as a western tale. In , as the FTC
was publishing its findings, Zukor authorized Will Irwin to write a
history of Paramount, The House that Shadows Built, that would leave
no doubt as to how he thought the story should be told.
Irwin’s story begins with the origins of the studio’s key personnel,
starting with young Zukor in Hungary, his hunger for the West fueled
by western dime novels. The book then takes an elaborate detour
through the story of the Kohns and Kaufmans in the Dakotas in .
Relatively minor players in the story of Paramount, Irwin takes inordinate relish in their western tales, because of the family ties they establish for the Jews at Paramount to the western pioneer experience.
As Morris Kohn remembers the experience for Irwin, the whole
scene “looked like a frontier town in the movies.”25 This doublevision is repeated throughout the book, as events narrated in the history of the studio’s rise are visualized as scenes in a western film. As
Irwin tells it, Kohn’s experiences with “trading among the Sioux . . .
[gave] him an instinct” for trade that served him well on his return to
Chicago, where he would meet the émigré, Adolph Zukor, and take
him on as a partner in the fur business that would one day lead to the
founding of an empire.26
The book interweaves these western tales with the history of Paramount. And as Irwin describes Zukor’s battles with the original film
Trust, he paints the oldest western tale, of a corrupt law and the noble “outlaws” seeking the independence that is their due. “There followed years of melodrama as exciting as anything that the directors
were putting on the screen,” Irwin writes of the “Western outfits” battling among themselves and against the Trust’s stranglehold on the industry.27 Into this lawless time comes Zukor, who paces the streets of
New York “with his quick, neat pace of a frontiersman,” determining
how to fight for the honor of the industry.28
Thus the studio was born. This official history is of Zukor’s struggles to meet the constant demand for increased output. It is a demand
that could not be met single-handedly, and destiny soon unites him
with another Jewish pioneer. Irwin lingers over the stories of Lasky’s
Western origins and his “discovery” of Hollywood, drawing even
more explicitly the studio’s connections to the pioneer experience.
But it is not until the filmmakers come under the umbrella of Hodkinson’s Paramount that Irwin fully gives in to his cowboy tale.
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Paramount is here explicitly metaphorized as the covered wagon
train, a combination necessary for the survival of all, but a wagon train
led by the wrong man. Hodkinson and Zukor, in this account, were
“born antagonists,” both “blazing exploratory trails” in different directions.29 The showdown was inevitable; the company clearly wasn’t
big enough for the two of them. The story that follows “The Duel” is
of destiny fulfilled, as Paramount expands through all three branches
of the industry to ward off all attackers. This is the story Zukor would
tell: of selfless leadership devoted to the good of the industry, the public, and art. Covered Wagon’s implicit justification for Paramount’s westward and vertical expansion is made explicit in Irwin’s cowboy tale.
Thus Irwin concludes his book with a description of Zukor that
leaves no room for doubt as to how this history of the modern Jewish pioneer is to be understood: “He is a fighter, resembling in that
way one of those soft-stepping, soft-spoken shooting men rated as the
most dangerous variety in the old West.”30
As we have already seen, this was not to be the last time the industry in general or Paramount in particular would be under assault from
economic and social forces and changes. Nor was it by any means the
first. Hovering over the anxious climate of the early s was the
not-so-distant memory of the Christmas Eve closings of the nickelodeons in New York City in  under pressure from reform and
civic groups. It has been well demonstrated how the young film industry, led by the example and innovation of Griffith, turned to the
novel and to the prestige of the literary “classic” to salvage the reputation of film after .31 And at the start of his own career, eager to
secure legitimation and prestige for his own filmmaking outside of the
Trust, Zukor famously turned to the prestige of the legitimate stage.
In this moment of crisis, the studio again turns elsewhere for its legitimation, this time to American myth and the historical epic of the
movement of the pioneers west in . But this turn outward to national myth for legitimation allegorizes a more interesting and surprising turn inward, towards studio history and Hollywood’s own
myth of origins. In Covered Wagon and in Irwin’s authorized biography, Paramount scripted the epic of the studio’s history and Zukor’s
role in making the industry what it was in .
Thus we find Zukor and Lasky in  talking to the business students at Harvard telling two different but interrelated stories. Zukor’s
is of the studio chief, the born leader, who worked to wrestle the industry from short-sighted men to unleash its potential for the good of
all: “I have given you an outline sketch of our business from its earliest beginnings up to our present position of established strength. You
can see that every step ahead was a venture. It meant that someone
had vision, someone worked out a plan, someone was willing to take
the risk.”32 Lasky’s history focuses on another man of vision, the crejare d gardne r



ative producer, and he similarly turns to his own successes in that role
for Paramount to validate his claims. Not surprisingly, the story he tells
is the by-now familiar tale of Covered Wagon, of how it was rescued
from its B-movie fate when the novel “was called to my particular attention because of certain fundamental qualities that made it stand out
above other stories. It was the story of the great movement of our pioneer forefathers across the western plains.” Celebrating his own role as
the visionary who realized the potential of the film and Zukor’s role
as the studio chief who had the leadership to back the film, Lasky remembers how it became clear to the studio at the time that “we might
make something that would live—an American epic.”33 Covered
Wagon, the film that sought to rewrite Paramount’s studio history, is
now cited as itself a monument in history, a history that justifies and
defends the studio against the many accusations brought against it in
the s.34
Writing in , Jesse L. Lasky, Jr. remembered his father and Zukor
at the first screening of Covered Wagon: “That night we were seeing
history. Not merely the history that expanded a nation westward, but
the moment when a giant industry could flex its muscles, spend more
and more money on its films—and apparently do no wrong.”35 This
was precisely the history that Paramount set out to write with this
epic autobiography: a history that hoped to forestall forever the story
the studio would tell in its second major autobiography, Sunset Boulevard, twenty-eight years later.
III.
As Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky were turning to the history of the
pioneer to secure their roles as pioneers in the modern-day west of
Hollywood, the third founder of Paramount, Cecil B. DeMille, was
turning his attentions to his first successful epic film, The Ten Commandments. This was not DeMille’s first attempt at writing epic history: in , the same year that Lasky and Zukor merged, DeMille released Joan the Woman, starring Geraldine Ferrar, the opera star whom
DeMille had brought to Hollywood as part of his crusade to elevate
the motion picture. The film borrowed directly from the conventions
of the civic pageant—whose popularity was at its peak in the years
preceding World War I. These pageants were spectacles designed to
serve as antidotes to the rising modernist culture of consumer capitalism, and were sponsored by middle-class arbiters of cultural value as a
way to recover the severed links between the modern citizen and the
stable foundation of national history. DeMille’s first work of epic history brought him face to face for the first time with the larger cultural
divides in his audience, as the film was widely appreciated by the genteel critical establishment and was for the most part rejected by the ur
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ban audiences on which the industry still relied. As Sumiko Higashi
writes, the “film demonstrated the pitfalls of marketing historical representation. An increasingly pluralistic urban audience, fragmented by
class and ethnic differences, was unwilling even under the threat of
war to accept public history validated by the genteel middle class.”36
Thus DeMille’s first attempt to use historical spectacle as a way of
stabilizing cultural citizenship was a failure. Lasky discouraged DeMille from undertaking further epic productions and pushed him
instead toward the high-society sex farces with which his name had
become synonymous by the early s. These films, which spectacularized a culture of conspicuous consumption and grand boudoirs,
restored DeMille’s reputation within the industry as a money-maker
but they did little for his reputation as a defender of cultural value. His
turn back to the epic with Ten Commandments was thus borne out of
the increasing dismissal of his works by the genteel critical establishment whose approval he courted, and by the enthusiastic reception of
Covered Wagon. The irony would not have been lost on DeMille that
Paramount’s first successful epic, which sought to tie the present (and,
as I have been arguing, the studio’s own history) to the historical past,
was Lasky’s pet project and was endorsed with the imprimatur of
Zukor, while his own epic had been neglected by audiences and ultimately rejected by Lasky and Zukor. DeMille was very confident of
his status as cultural defender, a confidence that seemed to grow during the course of his final years with Zukor in the early s. In large
measure this grew out of his pedigree: son of Agnes DeMille and
brother of the successful playwright William, his arrival in the industry had been roundly greeted by the press; as Photoplay wrote in ,
“For more than a generation the name of DeMille has been closely
linked with that of Belasco, both synonymous with high altitudes of
dramatic art. Consequently when . . . DeMille turned to the screen
there was marked the beginning of a new epoch in film annals.”37
Indeed, along with that of Griffith, it was DeMille’s name and vision that did the work of transforming motion pictures from immigrant entertainment to a respectable middle-class art. But as we have
seen, by the early s the industry was under the spotlight of reform-minded nativist groups and politicians who worried that this
Jewish-run industry was corrupting America with its foreign and degenerate values. In August of , just a few months after the release
of Covered Wagon, Zukor was made aware of an article in Sunset Magazine celebrating Harold Lloyd’s practice of keeping Jews off his production team:
Nowhere in the offices, on the stages or in the dressing rooms can be seen a Semitic
countenance. As everybody knows, the lost tribe of Israel has turned up in the rich
field of the movies. Where there is honey there are bees. But the bees buzzeth not on
the Lloyd lot. Its just an experiment, like making cake without eggs.38
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Zukor’s long-time associate, Bud Schulberg, protested to the editor at
Sunset:“As everybody also knows, it was the so-called lost tribe of Israel that took the motion picture when it was a despised and lowly
thing, and developed it and the industry surrounding it to its present
high function as an art”; and the editor responded, disingenuously, that
he could see no offense in giving voice to “the frequent criticism of a
type of men who have had much to do with the promotion of the
motion picture industry and who have been considered unequal to
the responsibility of making it realize its possibilities as an art.”39
In addition to showing how serious was the threat mounted against
the Jews in Paramount by a version of film history that painted them
as pariahs—“bees” swarming to “honey”—what the above exchange
also reveals is how widespread was the criticism of Jewish involvement
in the industry, such that Sunset could presume indeed that “everybody knows” what Jews in Hollywood signify. For DeMille—a fellow
“nice boy” with Lloyd—it would have suggested as well the advantages to be secured by staking one’s place in Hollywood, as Lloyd has
done, as “the one white crow in the Hollywood Colony.” As DeMille
was increasingly struggling with Zukor over budgets and power
within the studio, his mission to bring to a disreputable industry the
prestige of his cultured genealogy inevitably filtered through the
broader anti-semitic critique of the industry.
Thus there is every reason to read Paramount’s second great epic,
Ten Commandments, which followed Covered Wagon by only a few
months, in dialogue with the first. But the larger question persists as
to why, if DeMille is using the epic in part to tell a version of history
that would secure his place in film history (as against that of the Jewish pioneers) and would stabilize his vision of history and cultural
value, does he turn to Jewish history and the story of Moses? If DeMille is staking out his place as true pioneer, why does he explicitly
invoke a Jewish tradition and the semitic origins of a myth that had
long played such a central role in the staging of American nationalism?
In the s, the Moses myth and its American spin-off, the pioneer myth, took on an especially charged significance in the debates
over the meaning of the national culture and its historical origins.
From the time of Cotton Mather, this myth had served centrally in
the articulation of Christian/white-nationalism—the celebration of
American history as the fulfillment of millennial promise (the City on
the Hill) and the identification of the historical figures who had
played the role of “American Moses.” Mather’s pioneering work of
nationalist historiography identified not one but two (William Bradford and John Winthrop), and John Filson’s  “autobiography” of
Daniel Boone popularized the equation in its story of the pioneer
leading the nation through the wilderness to the Holy Land of the
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west. The iconography of the Moses myth lost some of its currency in
the later nineteenth century, but in the s, the myth experienced a
resurgence of popular interest. With the “closing of the frontier” and
the mounting anxiety about a national culture that was by many perceived to be under assault from within and without, the Moses myth
took on added significance, no doubt further fuelled by the fact that
two populations whose rising prominence in urban centers pressed especially heavily on the imaginations of white nationalists—Jews and
African Americans—laid longstanding cultural claims to the same
myth, albeit in terms very different from those of the Anglo-Saxonists.
Many writers in the s utilized the Moses myth to diagnose and
resolve contemporary ills—from Bolshevism, to immigration, to divorce.40 But one especially significant use to which this founding
myth was put is found in The New Decalogue of Science by Albert Edward Wiggam, a best-selling work of popular racist “science.” Published in , as DeMille was beginning work on Ten Commandments,
the book brings to the fore the most racist assumptions underwriting
eugenics, describing a scene of profound crisis brought about by the
failure of national leaders to recognize that “heredity and not environment is the chief maker of men” and to take the necessary action
to preserve the integrity of “American race.”41 Calling for a new
“Decalogue” founded in hereditary science, Wiggam promises that
“Moses . . . was one of the most ardent evolutionists that ever lived”
and that he, if he walked the streets of America today, “would be the
first to perceive that a new Ten Commandments must be added to
those on the tables of stone, that a new moral and spiritual dispensation must emerge from the modern Mount Sinai—the laboratory of
science.”42
Making the Jewish patriarch speak on behalf of a contemporary
racist science that worked to define Jews and other minority groups
as inferior stock to be weeded out is an extreme example of the uses
to which this myth was put at the time. But it speaks to the larger
sense of crisis for those who claimed their identity and privilege via a
nativist nationalism at a time in which an increasingly pluralistic culture was for the first time articulating itself on a national level. In positioning DeMille’s turn to Moses in relationship to Wiggam’s, I do
not mean to suggest that he is similarly invested in an explicit racism
that mandated immigration laws (often directed against Jews) and
forced sterilization laws (often directed against African Americans).
Instead I want to suggest that DeMille’s middle-brow genteel tradition of cultural stewardship works out of a logic not so very different
from the more virulent forms of popular racism being articulated at
the time: both imagine a crisis in which the character and “conduct
of our . . . forefathers” risks being lost in the rising tide of modernity,
and both look to the founding myth of the nationalist imagination—
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Moses—in the service of regrounding the nation on its proper foundation.
Indeed, for DeMille’s screenwriter and collaborator, Jeanie Macpherson, the Moses story had explicit lessons to teach in terms of the
immigration crisis facing the nation at the time. The novelistic treatment of the screenplay published in  describes the conflict between the Egyptians and Jews in racial terms that contemporary
Americans would recognize:“These white shepherd folk carried a tradition of wanderings . . .[until] here at last they were domiciled under
the sway of a dusky potentate, fellow subjects with the bronze-hued
Egyptians.”43 Here what began as a utopian attempt to establish a
mixed-race community failed because of the noble refusal of the
“white” Jews to be “assimilated to the Egyptian barbaric civilization.”44 Because of their racial pride and strenuous resistance to miscegenation, the Jews were enslaved by the “dusky potentate.”
In addition to spelling out ways in which modern Anglo Americans
are invited to identify with the epic struggle of the Jews to escape
slavery and found a nation, the novel also works to draw the connections between Ten Commandments and Covered Wagon in terms that put
the studio’s earlier epic in its proper place:
It is the fame of Moses . . . to have waged a peregrinatory campaign that built a Nation—the laws of States—in a sense, Civilization itself!
If one may compare the sacred with the profane, the labors of Moses may be
likened to those of our heroic covered wagoners of the ‒ period who traversed
thousands of miles of desert and wilderness in order to break ground for new communities on the Pacific shore.
. . . he was the first of the Pioneers!45

Linking Moses both to anxieties over racial purity and to a celebration of the pioneer spirit that Turner had declared as the foundation
of American exceptionalism, the novel here follows out a logic familiar to much of the discourse surrounding Moses in the s, by
which Anglo Americans are invited to see themselves as a new Chosen People, even as the Jews’ own historic identification of themselves
in these terms is simultaneously (and paradoxically) deployed as proof
of the impossibility of assimilating this population into American life.
Further positioning the Moses story explicitly in relationship to the
founding historical-myth of America, Macpherson here spells out
what is visually articulated in the direct quoting of the long caravan
shots that draw heavily on Cruze’s shots in Covered Wagon. But in citing the earlier epic, DeMille and Macpherson work to trump the studio’s earlier version of the myth by returning to the origins of the
story—to the first of the pioneers—not to recover the Jewish origins
of the American experience, but to translate Jewish history into Anglo-American destiny.
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The film Ten Commandments does not in its telling of Biblical history spell out the issue of immigration and miscegenation in the explicit terms Macpherson brings to the novel (although, as we will see,
it does articulate some very explicit anxieties regarding these issues in
the modern story). DeMille compresses the story greatly, condensing
the history of Jewish suffering to one sequence (in which a Jewish
slave is crushed by the Pharaoh’s monument) and introducing Moses
after nine plagues have already been visited upon Egypt.The epic prologue is striking for a number of reasons: first, it contains very little
character development—few of the close-ups and none of the interpersonal relations that DeMille would weave into his later historical
epics. On the one hand, this seems to be a turn back to the tradition
of the historical pageant, which painted history in big and impersonal
terms. But I want to suggest that the camera’s decided refusal to engage the individuals in the historical half of the film has to be understood in relationship to the uses to which DeMille would put this particular history.
The biblical history’s insistence on long shots has the immediate effect of keeping the history at a distance, as grand epic spectacle far removed from the very human modern story that follows. This would
seem to work against the avowed goal of the film, which insists on the
relevance of the Commandments to a modern society “cr[ying] for a
way out.” But ultimately it is the type of Moses, and not the history of
the Jewish people, that DeMille wishes to convey. Thus the long shots
and the emphasis on crowd scenes serve to keep the Jews defined as a
mob, with the only individual types who emerge being the discontented rabble-rousers. Emphasizing the mob-like nature of the Jews,
DeMille implicitly argues their inability to meet the challenge of freedom offered them by Moses and God. The mob respond to the exhortations of Dathan the Discontented and the envious Aaron as
easily as they do to those of Moses, and it is only through miracles and
spectacle that Moses is able to gain control, temporarily, of his people.
If the film works to make explicit the parallels to the struggle of the
pioneers and the struggle of American independence, with Moses as
the Chosen leader (and the Pharaoh’s men as alternately Indians and
Red Coats), the film works to portray the people as far from chosen.
It was the early use of technicolor in the desert scenes that most delighted audiences at the time, and these scenes work to highlight the
remarkable special effects generated for the parting of the Red Sea,
the film’s most famous scene. But the use of technicolor is important
to the story DeMille would tell beyond the display of technical virtuosity.The parallels between the scenes of Exodus and the scenes of the
covered wagoners in the earlier film are striking, including a shot of a
child with a doll lost in the crowd that seems to quote directly from
the doll scene in Covered Wagon discussed earlier (figure ). The color
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Figure . Girl and doll from Ten Commandments (Paramount, ).

sequences in the early scenes of exodus serve to heighten these parallels, but they also work to draw the viewer’s attention to the differences: the gaudy colors—reds and golds—of the crowd’s clothing orientalize the Jew in this scene, drawing them further from the
associations with pioneer whiteness with which Macpherson’s novelistic treatment begins and toward the association with Oriental Otherness which the second half of the film will insist on. DeMille was
well aware of (and even participated in) a discourse regarding the use
of color at the time that suggested that color in film had the potential
to be distracting and potentially even harmful for viewers. Indeed,
when the orderly procession breaks down as the Pharaoh’s troops approach the shores of the Red Sea, the use of technicolor emphasizes
the chaos and confusion that govern those who huddle in fear and
anger around the imposing figure of Moses.
The special effects in the film serve as cinematic spectacle, announcing DeMille’s role in the genre he would become associated
with over the next two decades; but the cinematic spectacle is also explicitly woven into the racialist-nationalist allegory DeMille is here
telling. The only two figures privileged by the camera—Moses and
Miriam—serve to emphasize the relationship between special effects
and the effect of being special. Moses is introduced as an old, hoary
man, full of power and for the most part completely unresponsive behind a ponderous beard. But in his central scene, in which he receives
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Figure . Moses and the first film screen (Ten Commandments [Paramount, ]).

the commandments on top of Sinai, Theodore Roberts’s Moses is
brought vividly to life. Here the Commandments are offered in a
spectacle of light and smoke against the night sky, as the tablets are
outlined in projected light on the mountain wall for Moses to transcribe (figure ). Enraptured by the display, Moses the lawgiver becomes Moses the first movie-goer, with the spectacle of the Commandments as the first movie.
The significance of this representation of the divine transmission of
the decalogue as cinematic spectacle is underscored by the scenes that
are crosscut into Moses’s solitary spectatorship. Down below at the
foot of the mountain, the scene is pure vaudeville. Although initially
portrayed as a figure of mercy, risking her life to bring water to a suffering slave, once freed, Miriam becomes priestess in the cult of the
Golden Calf, and the camera spends an inordinate amount of time on
her writhing body as she whips her followers into a bacchanalian
frenzy while Moses views his private screening. The mob that cowered in fear by the Red Sea is now transformed by lust into a cult wallowing in incense, flesh, and filth. Their corruption is literalized in the
figure of Miriam, who becomes miraculously contaminated by leprosy, the visible sign of the degeneration this spectacle has brought to
the people (figure ). Crosscut against the magnificent effects of the
Commandments projected against the night sky, the festival of the
Golden Calf is decidedly earth-bound, sensual, filled with the smoke
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Figure . Miriam discovers she is a leper (Ten Commandments [Paramount, ]).

and incense of the foreign. To underscore the point, we are told explicitly that Miriam and her followers have brought back to the liberated people the gods and rites of the Egypt they left behind. By the
time Miriam turns to the outraged Moses to be cleansed, it is already
too late. She has been contaminated by the otherness from which
Moses would have redeemed her. Drawing on the new cinematic
powers at his disposal, Moses unleashes his terrible vengeance on his
fallen people and here the Biblical prologue ends.
DeMille’s choice to end the story in the middle—before the founding of the Jewish state—is of course deliberate.The transition between
the Biblical epic and the modern melodrama is effected through a dissolve into Mrs. McTavish reading the story from her ponderous bible
to her grown sons, Dan and John. That she brings her reading from
the story to a close at this point also is meant to tell us about the character of the mother’s religion: like that of Moses in the film, mother
McTavish’s religion is rooted in threats and punishment. She reads the
story to put the fear of God into her wayward son, Dan, but ultimately
the lesson only widens the gulf that separates them, driving Dan out
into the storm where he will encounter Mary Leigh, a kindred spirit
who soon becomes the shared object of both fallen and saintly
brother.
The modern melodrama proved a disappointment to audiences
who were thrilled by the prologue’s effects and epic vision, and indeed
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Figure . Mary discovers she is no longer a leper (Ten Commandments [Paramount,
]).

the fit between the two tales is not an easy one. Ultimately the melodrama serves as much to chastise the mother for her fundamentalist
fire and brimstone as it does Dan and the youthful generation for disregarding moral law in the pursuit of material gain and sensual pleasure. In the larger scope of the picture, this criticism also serves to displace, in conventional Christian typology, the type of Moses and the
vengeful God with their fulfillment in John the Baptist and the forgiving Christ (significantly, the good brother shares the saint’s name
and the savior’s occupation). Audiences at the time expressed frustration over the length of the melodrama and a longing for a return to
the biblical landscape the film abandons at the foot of Mount Sinai.
But when the film does, in its conclusion, finally return us to biblical
history, it is not to Moses but to Christ, who, unlike the vindictive
Moses, heals the leprous woman who comes to him for cleansing—
just as, while the modern John reads the story, Mary Leigh is healed
in the film’s final moments of the leprosy that her husband has
brought upon her through his mistress, Sally Lung (figure ). Thus, in
conventional Christian terms, the new testament displaces and resolves
the unfulfilled type of the old.
But in the introduction of the figure of Sally Lung to the story, the
typology is translated from religious to racialist-nationalist terms. Sally
makes explicit the xenophobic nativist anxieties that underwrite Dejare d gardne r



Figure . Sally Lung (Ten Commandments [Paramount, ]).

Mille’s version of the nationalist epic. Sally is an illegal alien who has
escaped from the leper island of Molokai by stowing away into a
shipment of jute that Dan, now a corrupt contractor building a
church out of rotten materials, has smuggled into the country. In the
logic of melodrama, the fact that we next see her having an affair with
Dan himself is a coincidence which requires no explanation, but the
fact of him having an affair with a woman who is half-Asian does. As
the corrupt inspector says to Dan,“This Sally Lung is half-French, and
half-Chinese. The combination of French perfume and oriental incense is more dangerous than nitroglycerine!” (figure ).
Thus in the modern story DeMille brings to the story of Moses the
xenophobia that the prologue had muted. An early version of the
shooting script describes a sequence, later cut, in which Dan comes to
Sally’s apartment to taste the “Ny-gar-pay” lotus love drink. She opens
a small bottle and “puts a drop of liquid on her hand,” and then “Dan
kisses her hand—removing liquid.”46 This sequence, which was likely
cut for censorship reasons (and whose removal leaves some logical
confusion in the story), makes explicit the scene of contamination in
which Dan, lured by the orientalist fantasy his greed has instilled in
him, becomes contaminated by literally licking the hand of the tainted
immigrant. This scene and a later one which remains in the final
film—in which Dan kills Sally after learning of his contamination—
takes place in a setting that draws on DeMille’s earlier anti-Asian
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melodrama, The Cheat: a world of incense, lacquer, and strange idols,
as we see when the dying Sally pulls down a curtain which reveals the
looming figure of Buddha behind her.
The parallels between the modern melodrama and the historical
epic thus work out in ways that one might not immediately expect,
seemingly as interested in marking the connection between the historical Jew and the modern-day Asian immigrant as in proving its
avowed point that the laws of Moses remain the true anchor for the
wayward nation. The Asian leper, Sally, is linked directly to Miriam,
and her oriental gods (and garb) are for the logic of this picture continuous with those of the fallen Jews at the foot of Sinai.Thus the corrupt Dan, pursuing wealth at any cost and neglecting the Ten Commandments, pays the ultimate price for rejecting his mother’s wisdom
by being contaminated by the alien, transformed into a monstrous
Other. When Mary learns of her own contamination, she chooses suicide over the stain of her disease, and she writes a farewell note to
John on the bottom of Oscar Wilde’s “Helas,” a poem whose final line
asks if the speaker must “lose a soul’s inheritance.” Two answers to this
question are played out in the film’s closing moments, as Dan, fleeing
by boat south of the border, is dashed against the rocks by a storm,
while Mary is intercepted by John, who brings to her the forgiveness
and healing of Christ. She is “clean” again, able to marry the good
son, and, unlike Dan, able to preserve her “soul’s inheritance”—which
in the discourse of the s must be understood to signify racial
identity along with (and inseparable from, in the logic of the film)
spiritual destiny.47
Thus we see why DeMille ends the story of Moses not with the
founding of Israel, but instead with the scene of shame and destruction, in order to pass on to modern America, as had Christian nationalist historians from Mather on, the status of “Chosen people.” Christ
and America thus provide the resolution to the narrative DeMille
breaks off in the prologue, and the Jew, far from being granted a position of cultural primacy through the celebration of the Moses myth,
becomes linked with the Asian, with corrupt capitalism, with dogmatic fundamentalism, and with leprosy. Ultimately, DeMille’s Ten
Commandments ends up looking remarkably similar to Wiggam’s New
Decalogue of Science after all. But of course it is the fact that DeMille is
not openly preaching racist science that allows his appeal to cultural
and spiritual purity to resonate with viewers who might have rejected
out of hand the logic of Wiggam’s argument. Yet even as we must be
careful to distinguish between the racist overtones of DeMille’s model
of cultural purity and the scientific racism of a popular eugenicist like
Wiggam or an avowed anti-semite like Ford, we must recognize how
fully they depend on each other. The would-be cultural stewards like
DeMille rely implicitly on the racist claims made on their behalf by
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the Wiggams and Fords of their time, just as Wiggam and Ford depend
on the “white crows” like DeMille to naturalize their own hierarchies.
The two cannot be equated; neither can they be separated.
Once again, however, DeMille did not quite capture the audience
as he hoped to, as audiences and critics largely rejected the modern
story, much as they had earlier rejected the pageant of Joan the Woman.
Indeed, although The Ten Commandments did the work of reviving DeMille’s reputation (and surely helped Paramount in much the same
way as did Covered Wagon in bringing to it approval from the arbiters
of public morality), it also ultimately served as the final wedge in the
already strained relationship between Zukor and DeMille, as the film’s
budget and DeMille’s autocratic control over its production led to the
final decision to part company.
Yet even as we see how DeMille was ultimately staging his own exodus from the Jewish city of Paramount and the Pharaoh Zukor with
this film, and even as we seek to understand the ways in which Jewish and Anglo Americans within the industry competed for the privileged access to a history that was believed to secure cultural legitimacy and national identity, it is also important to recognize that this
period of conflict and the films that grew out of it, including Covered
Wagon and Ten Commandments, was also perhaps the greatest period in
the careers of both Zukor and DeMille. By the time DeMille returned
to the studio in , his greatest films (at least until the big-screen
epics of his last years) and Zukor’s greatest control over the studio
were behind them. If the development of the film industry, as Zukor
and his peers were endlessly fond of trumpeting, is a testament to the
powers of free-market capitalism, perhaps in similar terms we need to
understand the development of the film art as a testament to the cultural capitalism that emerges in the multivocal and multicultural
America that begins to articulate itself during the s. The extraordinary popularity of Covered Wagon in comparison to the popular dismissal of DeMille’s modern moralistic tale would testify to the currency of Zukor’s version of the myths of origins.48
Writing in  for The Pictorial Review, Zukor asked the question,
“Have the Movies Changed Us?” and concluded:
The movie is the inevitable art of the twentieth century, which had to come for the further advancement of civilization, just as the cotton-gin, the railroad, and electric telegraph, and the iron ship appeared at the moment which destiny decreed for them. . . .
I think that the historian, in summing up the various influences of our time, will consider that the screen did a greater service for the American people in enlightening
them . . . and in strengthening our bonds of national unity than it has done in merely
entertaining them.

Zukor here celebrates himself and his industry as the culmination of
the history of “pioneer toil.” Zukor concludes by insisting that it is fi
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nally the Jewish pioneer who teaches the industry and the nation how
to “become one country with one vast people.”49 This is the story, finally, Zukor’s Paramount would tell.
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